
A self-help organization offering friendship and understanding to bereaved families 

Meetings are on the first Thursday of every month  
at 7:45PM (ending at 9:30PM).  We meet at Good 
Shepherd Lutheran Church Fellowship Hall, Valley Forge 
and Henderson RDs, King of Prussia, PA.  Phone on 
meeting evenings only is 610-265-0733.  All other times 
please call Rhonda at 484-919-0820. 

Meeting Schedule  
and other TCF Events of interest 

Please Mark Your Calendar 
 

Sept  6 General Sharing & Death by Suicide 
 
Sept 15 Butterfly Release at 2PM 
 (see Page 3) 
 
Oct 4 General Sharing 

Valley Forge Chapter 

Chapter Leaders 
 

Rhonda & Frank Gomez 
12 Brook Circle 
Glenmoore, PA 19343 
(484) 919-0820  Chapter cell phone 
email: sugar@tcfvalleyforge.org 
 
Database Record Keeper 
Frank Gomez 
 
Webmaster 
Frank Gomez 
www.tcfvalleyforge.org 
 
Newsletter Editors 
Marie & Ken Hofmockel 
340 Allendale Road 
King of Prussia, PA 19406 
(610)337-1907 
email: kenhofmockel@comcast.net 
 
Chapter Advisors 
Marie & Ken Hofmockel 
 
National Headquarters 
P.O. Box 3696 
Oak Brook, IL 60522-3696 
Toll Free: (877)969-0010 
www.compassionatefriends.org 
email: national office@ 
 compassionatefriends.org 

PLEASE MAKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE TO: 
TCF VALLEY FORGE CHAPTER 
SEND TO: CHAPTER LEADER 

RHONDA GOMEZ 

There are no dues or fees to belong to The 
Compassionate Friends, or to receive our newsletter.  
Your tax deductible donations (which we call love gifts) 
given in memory of your loved one enables us to defray 
the cost of chapter expenses, particularly the newsletter, 
meetings, and our outreach to the newly bereaved.  
Please include any special tribute you wish printed in 
the newsletter along with your gift. 

If you donate to United Way at your place of work, and 
wish your contribution to go to the Valley Forge Chapter 
of The Compassionate Friends, you may do so by 
entering: The Compassionate Friends - Valley Forge 
Chapter United Way ID# 04-104. on your pledge form.   

We encourage newsletter writings from our members.  
You may also submit articles written by others, please 
include the author of all articles submitted.  The cut-off 
date for newsletter entries is the 15th of the preceding 
month.   
ARTICLES SHOULD BE SENT TO THE NEWSLETTER EDITORS. 

SEPTEMBER 2012 
Inside Valley Forge 
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LOVE GIFTS 

AUGUST REFRESHMENTS 
 

Rhonda & Frank Gomez, in honor of Rhonda’s brother Donnie’s birthday. 
Mary Lou Harrison, in honor of my son Scott’s birthday August 4 th. 

Sue Snyder, in honor of my son Brian’s birthday August 24th. 

Refreshments may be donated in memory of loved ones, please call Rhonda (484)919-0820, 
or you may sign the refreshment chart located on the refreshment table 

Benjamin Cohen in loving memory of my daughter, Donna Lynne (34) 
Denise & Edward Frazier in loving memory of our son, Akhir Frazier (16) 
June & Tsuneo Fujita in loving memory of our daughter,  
 Sharon Kimi Jujita on her anniversary. 
Elizabeth J. Miller in loving memory of my son, Jim Miller on his birthday Sept 1. 
Bonnie Rosen in memory of my husband, Gene Rosen on his anniversary Sept 3,  
 And my son Troy Rosen on his anniversary Sept 29.  Love & miss you.   
Mary & Donald Rose in loving memory of our daughter,  
 Marjorie Rose-Cotteta on her birthday September 30.  
Sandy & Ron Ruth in memory of Brian “Deuce” Clarke (16)  
 son of Kathy & Brian Clarke. 
Elizabeth & Henry Weaver, Jr. in memory of son, Donald E Smith, Sr.  
 & grandson, Donald E. Smith, Jr. 

NEWSLETTER BY EMAIL 
We are asking if possible , would you please receive your newsletter by email.   
 We do not want to remove anyone from our newsletter mailing list who is 
benefiting from receiving it.  We hope it is a help to you while going through your grief, 
giving you better understanding of your feelings, and letting you know “We need not 
walk alone”. 
 A newsletter helps to keep our TCF family informed of local and national events.   
We consider this an important function of our program.   
 We are asking if you have email, would you consider receiving your newsletter in 
email format.  You will receive your copy earlier if you opt to receive it by email.  If you 
chose to use the email method of receiving your newsletter, you will have the option to 
switch back to the old method.  If you wish to receive the newsletter by email please 
contact:    Frank Gomez fgomez@hybridpoplars.com 

NEW MEMBERS 
 

There were no new members this month. 
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BUTTERFLY RELEASE AND PROGRAM 
Saturday, September 15, 2012 at 2PM 

 

Upper Merion Township Park 
175 West Valley Forge Road, King of Prussia, PA 19406 

 
Diagonally across from our monthly meeting place at Good Shepherd Church. 

This event will be held in back of the township building, at the gazebo. 
 

August 20th was the last day to place orders. 
There is no admission or parking fee. 

 

Water will be provided by the chapter.   
Please bring folding chairs or a blanket to sit on. 

 

For questions, please call TCF Valley Forge 484-919-0820 
Any further details will be posted at the VF website.  www.tcfvalleyforge.org 

BEATITUDES FOR THOSE WHO COMFORT 
 
 

Blessed are those who do not use tears to measure the true feelings of the bereaved. 
 

Blessed are those who do not always have a quick “comforting” answer. 
 

Blessed are those who do not make judgments on the bereaved’s closeness to God by their 
reaction to the loss of their loved one. 
 

Blessed are those who hear with their hearts and not with their minds. 
 

Blessed are those who allow the bereaved enough time to heal. 
 

Blessed are those who admit their uncomfortableness and put it aside to help the bereaved. 
 

Blessed are those who do not give unwanted advice. 
 

Blessed are those who continue to call, visit, and reach out when the crowd has dwindled and the 
wounded are left standing alone. 
 

Blessed are those who know the worth of each person as a unique individual and do not pretend 
that they can be replaced or forgotten. 
 

Blessed are those who realize the fragility of bereavement and handle it with an understanding 
shoulder and a loving heart. 
 

Jacki Deems 
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35th TCF 

National Conference 
Costa Mesa, CA 

These photos may be seen 
in color on the VF website: 
www.tcfvalleyforge.org 

We Walked To Remember 

Frank & Rhonda Gomez 
VF Chapter Leaders 

We shared our grief journey with long time local friends as well as international friends 

Patricia Loder 
TCF, Executive Director 

Darcie Sims 
International Keynote Speaker 

Alan Pedersen 
Song Writer/Singer, Speaker 

Mitch Carmody 
Author, Writer, Speaker 

TCF National Conferences have so much to offer for bereaved families.  There are many 
workshops and sharing sessions for bereaved parents, grandparents, siblings, and Chapter 
Leadership.  They also offer a reflection room for private meditation, book store, butterfly 
boutique (offering gifts & mementos), hospitality room (to renew old friendships & make 
new ones.  The next National Conference is in Boston (within driving distance) July 2013. 
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OUR CHILDREN & SIBLINGS LOVED, SADLY MISSED AND REMEMBERED 
Each month some of us must face those special, but difficult days of birthdays and anniversaries. This 

month we ask your thoughts and prayers for the parents/siblings/relatives of the following. children: 

We will no longer list the birth and death years of deceased persons in our newsletter. 
We have concerns this information could be misused, and result in an adversity for the families. 

SEPTEMBER BIRTHDAYS  

Jim & Michelle Angelini, son Danny 9/12 
David Bonga, daughter Amanda 9/15 
Marc & Jean Burock, daughter Sophie 9/1 
Robyn Buseman, daughter Maya Buseman-Williams 9/30 
Scott & Gail Campbell, daughter Chelsea 9/1 
Chris Carlton, brother Eric 9/5 
Judy & William Cosgrove, son Michael Cosgrove 9/4 
Reno & Bonnie Crescimone, son Jonathan 9/5 
Agnes & Alex Crisanti, Jr., son John Crisanti 9/6 
Dorothy & G. Robert Daily, Sr., son G. Robert Daily, Jr. 9/19 
Catherine Dardozzi grandson Evan Schmidt 9/29 
Robert Dilbeck, wife Dolores Dilbeck 9/4 
Michelle G Doll, son Justin 9/1 
Bob & Connie Ercole, son David 9/26 
Julie & Joe Fabrizio, brother John Russel Bryant 9/24 
Sharon & Francis Gailey, son Francis E. Gailey, III 9/28 
Molly Gehring, son Daniel 9/12 
Rhonda and Frank Gomez, son Frank Jr. 9/30 
Jeanne R Helmers, sister Mary Ann Helmers Kemme 9/16 
Gail & Calvert G. Hess, Jr., son Calvert G. Hess, III 9/4 
Walt & Adele Higgins, son/stepson Brian 9/22 
Michelle Hillstrom, daughter Jen 9/26 
Jacob & Rachel Himmelstein, son Benjamin Himmelstein 9/25 
Lesley Jones, son Christopher 9/14 
Gwen & Dennis Kearns, son Dennis J. Kearns, Jr. 9/18 
Tobie Kessler, daughter Beth Kessler Waasdorp 9/16 
Jacquie Kilroy, son Shilen Kenneth 9/4 
Suellen & Stephen King, daughter Danelle Rossi 9/18 
Becky & Alan Logsdon, son Nathaniel Logsdon 9/25 
Elaine & James Madden, son Andrew Madden 9/26 
Frank & Bernadette McAllister, son Christopher J. McAllister 9/4 
Linda & Jim McGrath, son Paul Drew McGrath 9/26 
Alfred J. & Joan Michini, son Adam Jonah Michini 9/28 
Jeffrey & Christine Miller, daughter Teresa Leanne Miller 9/12 
Betty Miller, son Raymond "Jim" 9/1 
Barbara & Jeff Norris, son Greg 9/21 
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SEPTEMBER BIRTHDAYS continued 

SEPTEMBER ANNIVERSARIES 

Mary O'Halloran, brother Thomas M. O'Halloran 9/1 
Winnie & James O'Halloran, son Thomas M. O'Halloran 9/1 
Elizabeth Orbann, daughter Linda Elizabeth Johnson 9/15 
Linda & Andrew Peoples, Jr., son Brian A. Peoples 9/7 
Mary & Salvatore Perna, grandson Nathan A. Bieber 9/11 
Robert & Nancy Ricciardi daughter Jessica Lee Ricciardi 9/23 
Ruth Richardson, grandson Nicholas Richardson 9/1 
Gina & Brian Richardson, son Nicholas Richardson 9/1 
Jacqueline Rider, daughter Michelle Connelly 9/24 
Margaret Rodalewicz, son Shane Wooley 9/23 
Donald & Mary Rose, daughter Marjorie Rose-Cotteta 9/30 
Joan Santillo, daughter Cathy Gambone 9/9 
 son Brian Gambone 9/8 
Margaret & Tom Saunders, daughter Katie 9/27 
Cathy Seehuetter, daughter Nina Seehuetter 9/24 
Cathy Siciliano, son Anthony 9/15 
Helen Smith, son Patrick Kenneth "Kenny" Smith 9/5 
Walter & Irene Stolarczyk, daughter Barbara Stolarczyk 9/11 
Emil & Joy Tkachick, son David L. Tkachick 9/11 
Sharon Venezia, son Justin Negron 9/9 
Shelly Wagner, son Andrew Wagner 9/29 
Terry & Susan Weikel, daughter Jennifer 9/26 

Laura Bedrossian, son Teddy - 9/24 
Jeff & Donna Brown, son Kenneth Bernstiel - 9/12 
Ann Bruner, sister Katy Wade - 9/27 
Marc & Jean Burock, daughter Sophie - 9/17 
Suzanne Carcarey, son Eddie - 9/21 
Phyllis & James Casey, son Jim "Jimmer" Casey - 9/17 
Tom & Irene Cornely, son Tom - 9/1 
Marie D'Angelo, son Mark Anthony - 9/12 
Catherine Dardozzi, son  James Dardozzi - 9/7 
Michelle G Doll, son Justin - 9/4 
Sarah Fishel, daughter Allyson - 9/15 
Sherry Goldberg, son Neal - 9/3 
Susan Goldberg, brother Neal - 9/3 
Tina & Neil Goodale, son Brien Goodale - 9/15 
Judi Griffith, son Steve - 9/4 
Virginia Hagen, son Matthew D. Hagen  - 9/28 
Jeanne R Helmers, daughter Betsy Helmers - 9/7/ 
Nancy Lee & Jerry Hess, son Jerry R.L. Hess - 9/28 
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SEPTEMBER ANNIVERSARIES continued 
Monica Horulko, son Daniel - 9/30 
Barbara Jacobs, daughter Pamela Faye - 9/17 
Margaret C Jones, son Christopher - 9/15 
Gwen & Dennis Kearns, son Dennis J. Kearns, Jr. - 9/28 
Deborah Keevill, son Brandon - 9/1 
Shirley & Philip C. Kennedy, son Philip V. Kennedy - 9/23 
Tobie Kessler, daughter Beth Kessler Waasdorp - 2/9 
Gloria and Jerry Koval, son Steven - 9/3 
Karen & Francis Legieko, son John Francis Legieko - 9/25 
Joanne & Thomas Lennen, son Scott C. Lennen - 9/2 
Maureen Lok, daughter Jessica - 9/25 
Willard & Patricia McLain, son Gary J. McLain - 9/23 
Betsy Oakes, son Bruce Schaeffer - 9/2 
Marie O'Connon, son Curran J - 9/8 
Elsie Oreski, son Gregory T. Oreski - 9/3 
Teresa and Ron Perkins, daughter Allison - 9/22 
Kathy & Jim Petrokubi, son Andrew - 9/26 
Mary Jane Pollart, son Mark Andrew Steffler - 9/7 
Rusty & Anthony Puglisi, son Michael Puglisi - 9/10 
Steve & Joann Reynolds, son Chris - 9/15 
Donald & Freda Rhinier, son Glenn D. Rhinier - 9/16 
Bonnie Rosen, son Troy - 9/29 
 husband Eugene  - 9/3 
Marie Schmeltzer, son Sam "Sonny" Schmeltzer - 9/11 
Janet & Jonathan Schultz, brother Marc Ernest Stein - 9/9 
Abigail Schwartz, brother Jake - 9/13 
Gina Sebastionelli, brother Tony Sebastionelli - 9/28 
Charles & Tish Shaw, son Charles "Corky" Shaw - 9/29 
Ann Sherwood, daughter Martha Sherwood Fransway - 9/6 
Helen Smith, son Patrick Kenneth "Kenny" Smith - 9/17 
Anne & Charles Swann, daughter Katherine Anne Swann - 9/7 
Jean Sykora, son Mark - 9/27 
Renee Teufel, son Gregory - 9/24 
Emil & Joy Tkachick, son David L. Tkachick - 9/5 
Barbara Tuller, son Charles - 9/24 
Weldon & Marie Tyson, son Ronald C. Stewart - 9/21 
Sharon Venezia, son Justin Negron - 9/17 
Lauretta Wagner, daughter Traci Wagner - 9/10 
Lucia Watters, daughter Luanne - 9/15 
Mary Willinger, sister Annette - 9/27 
Muriel Wilson, son John F. Shaffer - 9/25 
Gisela Witte, son Bruce G. Edlund - 9/22 
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SHARED THOUGHTS ON SURVIVAL IS POSSIBLE, BUT NOT EASY 

 
 Society has placed a great burden on bereaved parents.  Grieving is appropriate at our children’s 
funeral and for a short period after the burial.  We must remember these social etiquettes were not set 
by grieving people.  Since they don’t have a clue about the depth of despair it takes to get over the loss, 
there is no way we can or need to adhere to society’s expectations. 
 We create much more stress by trying not to cry, than we do when we cry.  Grief is both a physical 
and mental emotion.  Tears help to release our stress.  Women normally find it easier to unlock their 
feelings, for women’s everyday conversations are frequently on children and family, which is about 
feelings.  Men tend to converse about sports, jobs, and their accomplishments.  This makes it much 
more difficult for men, for sharing their personal feelings is a foreign subject for them.  Men are 
helping to change the old adage “big boys don’t cry”, but they don’t have experience in expressing their 
feelings.  Our men in Compassionate Friends have found more freedom in sharing, for they have a 
mutual loss.  And know falling apart helps to “get it together”, and prevents emotional and 
psychosomatic problems. 
 The loss of our children is more than a heavy burden, it overwhelms and suffocates us.  We can have 
grief attacks years later at birthdays, holidays, graduations, wedding, etc.  Even sounds, sights, and 
smells can trigger grief.  We can survive special events well one year, and the next year we may have a 
lot of trouble getting through that same event.  Grief is a process, not an event that happens and is over 
quickly.  We never get completely over it.  Our loss is a family crisis that affects everyone in the 
household.  Not only do we suffer for our personal pain, but we also suffer watching other family 
members hurt. 
 Survival is possible, but certainly not easy.  We know life goes on, but fresh grief is not ready to 
confirm that.  We know there is no gentle way to confront the reality of death.  We must do our 
grieving daily, and not rush through the aspects of grief that are giving us the most trouble.  We need to 
spend time to resolve it. 
 Eventually we reach a place where we can “regroup” ourselves more easily.  Things and events that 
used to take weeks or months to recover from, become hours and minutes, and that makes life tolerable.  
As the good hours get longer, and the bad ones lessen, we gain a renewed sense of confidence.  We can 
make a meaningful life for ourselves, but it takes a lot of struggling to let go of the devastation of the 
death.  Once this happens, we can devote our selves to the l i fe of our child, and build a bridge to them. 

God Bless,  Marie Hofmockel , TCF Valley Forge 

Now that your life knows every darkness and sorrow, 
Now that your time trembles with mourning and pain, 
Now that your eyes see only empty horizons, 
Now that your hand touches the center of grief. 
 
Leave yourself open to comfort and caring, 
Leave yourself open to softness and friendship, 
Leave yourself open to kindness and blessing, 
And try to listen for the still music of hope. 
 

Sascha Wagner 
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Cry when you want to: 
Laugh when you can. 

MY FIRST FIVE YEARS AS AN ONLY CHILD 
  

 I've been without my brother for five years.  I 
guess the hard part is over now.  Sometimes I think 
I've aged thirty years in the past five.  In a strange 
way, these past five years have been the best and 
worst years of my life.  I've accomplished the many 
things of a typical young adult – learning to drive, 
graduating from high school, going to college, and 
starting a career.  Every one of my accomplishments 
have been clouded by the fact that my brother George 
is not here to share each milestone and is not 
achieving any more milestones for himself.  He was 
cheated of so many things.  He will never graduate, 
get married, have children, or travel.  He will never 
grow old, and I will never have a brother to grow old 
with.  I'll never have nieces and nephews.  The sibling 
relationship, usually the longest relationship of one's 
life, has been cut short for us.  In these five years, 
although I've learned to accept that he's not coming 
back, the difficult part is dealing with it day by day. 
 My relationship with George ended just when we 
started to become friends.  The childish fights and 
other annoyances of having a big brother were 
changed to real conversations and to having an 
occasional ally.  I'm angry about all of the things that 
we've missed and all of the things that will never be, 
and I guess I always will be.  Five years heals a lot of 
wounds, but the hurt will always be there, no matter 
how many years pass.  In these past five years, I've 
been forced to grow up too fast.  I've been forced into 
a new outlook on life.  I've felt lonely and alone.  I 
now realize that I will never be the same person as 
before.  That person is locked away and is gone 
forever.  Maybe I'm a better person now because of 
what I've been through.  Five years ago I never 
thought I'd survive, but I'm still here dealing with it 
every day.  I don't know what the next five years will 
bring, but at least I've made it this far.                               

Kristina Steiner 
TCF – Staten Island, NY 

Questions/Answers from 
Bereaved Siblings 

  
 Why am I so mad at my 
sister for dying?  She left me 
alone.  I know it wasn't her 
fault, but I feel  so guilty for 
being angry. 
 At some time everyone is 
angry at the person who dies.  
Anger does not mean you loved 
them less, it means the loss is so 
great that you want the terrible 
pain to end. 
 I have terrible nightmares.  
Sometimes I dream I am dying.  
I can't tell  anyone because they 
will  think I am crazy.  Am I? 
 Some grieving people 
experience intense dreams.  
Dreams serve as a healthy outlet 
for the intense feelings during the 
day.  As time goes on and you 
deal with your feelings, your 
dreams will become less 
frightening. 
 Suddenly my parents expect 
me to parent them.  I just can't 
handle it. 
 This is truly one of the most 
unfair positions your grief puts 
you in.  Try to share these 
feelings with your parents.  
Hopefully you will be better able 
to understand one another. 
 

This Healing Journey 
An Anthology for 
Bereaved Siblings 
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TAKE THE TIME . . . TO HURT, TO CRY. . . 
 
 Wordless and worldless -- Endless and forever, grief goes on -- 
  It takes the best -- And leaves the rest an empty shell -- Life is Hell. 
 
 David was dead four months when I wrote that in my journal.  Time is my enemy.  As I 
envisioned the future of my life, I saw only a vast expanse of desert - dry, parched, and empty. 
 
 It is now a year and a half since David's death, and I recognize that time has become my 
friend.  Now, when I look to the future, I see hills and valleys - struggles, to be sure, but, also, 
moments spent at the summit.  What has happened?  Time is healing. 
 
 Take the time . . . 
 
 To hurt . . . The pain is great and the temptation to run away is great.  But, there is no 
avoiding, no escaping the hard feelings.  If you cover them over, they only re-surface later in a 
potentially more destructive way. 
 To cry . . .  It may feel like once started, you can never stop.  But you have every reason to 
cry, and when you have cried enough, you will stop. 
 To "fall apart." . . . If you have a broken leg, you would not expect yourself to function at 
full capacity right away.  Your wound is much greater - you have a broken heart.  Confusion, 
inability to concentrate, lethargy, imagined glimpses of your dead child are a normal part of the 
grieving process and do not mean that you are going crazy. 
 To be "selfish." . . . Mourning is an egocentric time, a time for turning inward and 
introspection. 
 To "identify" . . . and seek out resources in your environment that can help: friends, clergy, 
Compassionate Friends, a counselor.  Talk to them. 
 Having done all that - having lingered in the valley of the shadow - it is time to begin the 
climb out. 
 
 Take the time . . .  
 
 To engage again in activities that were once pleasurable.  They may hold no joy the first 
few times; someday they will and that will be all right. 
 To laugh without guilt.  Savor the good moments in the day, brief though they may be.  
Through your child, you can re-discover the beauty of a sunset. 
 To care for your health.  Grieving is a physio-, as well, as psycho-logical stress.  Your body 
needs protection. 
 To be patient.  Wanting to live again and learning to live again takes time.  The path out of 
the other side of the valley is steep, and we all often stumble.  But with time - time spent doing 
the work of grief - you can find the path to a world made richer by your love. 

Bronna Romaoff, PHD - Albany, NY, TCF 
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 Carry your own signpost. Really I am serious.  Think about it.  They liken the 
grief process to a journey, and I agree with that symbolism.  But who makes the road 
signs on the way?  It feels like everywhere and everyone has an idea, a "method", or 
opinion of where we should be in our grief.  They stick those sign posts 
everywhere ...in the well meant phrases ("It's time to move on"); in the avoidance of 
talking about the one who died; in their speech to others around us; in the barrage of 
Techniques, Methods, and Guidelines people are willing to sell us to help us cope. 
 But what if we carry our own signpost?  We would always be in the right place 
after all you put what you want on the sign.  We would always be going in the right 
direction doesn't matter if it's backwards, forwards, sideways … the point at this pain 
filled stage in our life is we are moving - period.  We are going to go every which 
way when grieving.  There is no straight line, no technique to learn, just a gradual 
moving through.  That is the next thing to put on your sign ... you post the speed.  
You set the timeline.  Now be honest... don't you feel like there should be a sign 
above your head anyway?  Ever changing, and of course with the standard toilet 
paper roll affixed to it ... those of you who are going "huh?" need to stop in your tour 
at Grief Inc. and visit Darcie.   
 By the way did I mention you can change your sign minute to minute?  Use a 
white board and marker ... much easier.  We can turn it into a warning sign -
"WARNING BEREAVED PEOPLE TEND TO TAKE UNEXPECTED TURNS" 
then no one trying to walk with us will be surprised when we suddenly veer over to 
Weepy City for coffee, or to brake hard for Memory Crossings.  One place I end up at 
a lot is Tear Drop Falls.  I tend to look like hell when I leave, but I always feel better 
later.  We all have standing reservations at Heartbreak Hotel, and the "tourists" just 
don't understand the immense meaning of the landmarks in our land - Guilt 
Mountain, the Bitter Cliffs, and of course we all troop through the Angry Desert once 
in a while.  Some people spend a lot of time there. ... but of course they are carrying 
their own sign, so that is ok... they will come and meet us at the one sane place we all 
gravitate to ... the Compassionate Friends Sharing Meeting.   
 These landmarks are-important to those of us who have already toured them, 
they serve as reminders of how far they have come in their journey - thank goodness 
some of them stick around so we can read their signs ... and find the gem of our 
journey ... the Hope Diamond!  Carry your own sign, set your own pace, be where 
you feel you need to be.  It is your heart that is broken, it is the love that you have for 
your child that will guide you - if you let it help you carry your sign. . 

CindyVogt 
TCF/SouthWestManitoba 

CARRY YOUR OWN SIGN POST 


